Product Assembly Instructions for EvoKit Accessory 2x4 Endcap with Spacewise

Note: This document contains basic assembly instructions. It should contain information that is unique for this assembly. It is intended to contain information related to the product design that is required to correctly assemble the product. The information is not intended to use to replace normal operator instructions used in assembling the product.

1. Mount Strain Reliefs (Items 1 in exploded view on next page) on wires and place Strain Relief in Slots (Items 2) on Bracket (Item 3).
2. Mount Control Module (Item 4) on Bracket (Item 3) with Screw (Item 5).
3. Mount Ground Wire (Green) with Screw (Item 6) on Control Module (Item 4).
4. Secure other end of Ground Wire in Green Slot of connector on Control Module.
5. Secure wires (6) according to color in slots of connectors on Control Module.
6. Mount Sensor Clip (item 7) on End Panel (item 8).
7. Mount Sensor Cover (item 9) on Sensor (item 10).
8. Mount Sensor with Cover into Sensor Clip (Item 11) on End Panel (Item 8).
12. Place Product Label (item 13).
13. Test End Panel Assembly.
14. Package
Inspect per Incoming Inspection Procedure. There should be no contaminants in or on the material, which will come off during our processing or in the normal operation of our finished product. No changes may be made in Material, Processing, or Packaging without Product Design Approval.